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Abstract: August 1, 1882, marked the start of the First International Polar Year, IPY-1, when natural science researchers conducted observations from stations positioned across the Arctic and Antarctic. IPY-1 took place as photography increasingly played a part in Arctic exploration, and with the polar year came an opportunity to further photographic experimentation and the emerging photographic documentation of Arctic lands. Here, I do a first review of the use of photography during three IPY-1 expeditions to the Arctic Archipelago, arguing that focused and strategic planning was key to the development of Arctic photography from an almost incidental expedition activity to a ubiquitous pursuit for images.
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August 1, 1882 marked the official start of what would become known as the First International Polar Year, IPY-1. Over the course of a year, scientists conducted observations from 14 stations positioned across the Arctic and Antarctic (Fig. 1). Organizers hoped that collecting and comparing synchronized observations in meteorology and geophysics would, through focused effort and international collaboration, further polar research in a way never seen before. IPY-1 took place as photography increasingly played a part in Arctic exploration, and in the communication of such activities to various audiences, from policy-makers to the general public. The Polar Year thus represented a unique opportunity for furthering photographic experimentation in Arctic conditions and contributing to an emerging photographic documentation of Arctic lands. In practice, however, the participating countries made uneven use of the still-developing technology. Here, I examine the use of photography during three IPY-1 expeditions to what is now the Canadian Arctic Archipelago. These were neither the earliest instances of Arctic photography nor the most successful; however, their varied approaches integrated in the IPY-1 framework make them well suited to illustrate the medium’s early trajectory in Arctic scientific work. I argue that focused, strategic planning was key for the development of Arctic photography in its transformation from an almost incidental expedition activity to a ubiquitous pursuit of images.

From Exploration to Science

The execution of IPY-1 hinged on international collaboration and the coordination of continued scientific observation at carefully selected locations. At the time, these were fairly radical ideas, as previous Arctic and Antarctic exploits were predominantly driven by imperialist and nationalist interests in geographic exploration and commerce. While IPY-1 did not do away with such concerns and approaches to Arctic exploration, it can be seen as the starting point for the international partnerships that characterize much polar science today, from the makeup of internationally diverse research teams and shared use of transport, equipment, and even research stations, to the co-authoring of papers. As Nanna K. L. Kaalund points out, IPY-1 also represents a “transition in the [way] established scientific practices took place, from a focus on general scientific investigation in the Arctic to a more coherent Arctic science.” As early as 1882, at the outset of IPY-1, British Royal Navy Lieutenant George T. Temple stated that with IPY-1, “polar investigation … might now be considered as an accepted branch of study.”

The idea for IPY-1 originated with Austrian naval officer Karl Weyprecht who, following his return from the Austro-Hungarian North Pole Expedition of 1872-1874, suggested in a presentation to the Academy of Sciences in Vienna that Arctic science should be based on systematic observation. Other key individuals involved with the Polar Year were Georg von Neumayer—German geophysicist, explorer, and first Chairman of the International Polar Commission (IPC), 1879-1880—and Swiss-born Heinrich Wild, head of the Main Physical Observatory in St. Petersburg and, from 1880, second Chairman of the IPC. As plans for IPY-1 took form in the 1870s, “political will did not match scientific will and this created problems” for the mission’s planning and execution. Only if enough nations agreed to fund and operate a minimum number of research stations would the project produce significant scientific results. Between 1879 and 1881, representatives from several polar countries met at three specifically convened conferences to gauge interest, secure participation, and draft observation instructions. Despite the organizers’ enthusiasm, getting polar nations to commit to a plan took time, and the start date for what became the Polar Year was repeatedly postponed.

Twelve countries, including Canada, eventually participated in IPY-1. Of these, the UK was particularly late to commit and long remained lukewarm to the scheme, a factor that would directly influence Canada’s involvement. Scholars have cited at least two issues as central to British reluctance: first, the focus on observation rather than more traditional exploration with a view to resource extraction and development, and second, the prohibitive costs. Early in April of 1882, however, the Canadian government announced that it would support a British expedition with $4,000. This may well have been what swayed the British government, as the same day, mere months before the start of the observation year, the UK committed to operate a meteorological observation station at Fort Rae in the Northwest Territories. As noted by Kaalund, Canada’s involvement in this venture was “supportive” though the government “did not take part in determining the makeup of the expedition.”

Before the observation year commenced, the newly formed International Polar Commission (IPC) laid out overall aims and instructions to gather directly comparable observations in a range of fields, focusing in particular on meteorology and weather.
forecasting, areas of enormous importance for international trade and economy. The “necessary observations” were to include meteorological, magnetic, auroral, and astronomical data, and to this end, IPC’s instructions detailed the use of verified and standardized measuring instruments. As Sydney Chapman points out, “technical observing experience” was not, at that point, well developed in polar exploration, and despite the Greenwich Magnetic Observatory’s standardized use of photographic registration of meteorological and astronomical observations, only one IPY-1 expedition—that of France in the Antarctic—chose to employ photographic registration of magnetic observations. Today, we can only speculate as to why the IPC did not specify or even suggest the use of photography. One possibility is that the Commission overlooked the potential benefits of the still-developing technology; another is that it considered the likelihood of obtaining comparable results so slim that it would not justify the time and effort needed to train expedition members. As it were, the variety of observations and the

frequency of observation times constituted a taxing scientific programme for expedition.

To succeed, the various research teams had to balance scientific expertise and skill with experience from expeditions and familiarity with local Arctic conditions. As such, they included naval officers, sailors, and surgeons, scientists from disciplines such as astronomy, physics, and botany, as well as surveyors, carpenters, and cooks. Though handpicked, their backgrounds and previous experiences on scientific observations differed considerably, as did each expedition team's composition, size, and preparation time. These differences, despite the IPC’s standardizing efforts, are reflected in the expeditions’ official reports. Of varying length, format, and style, these reports typically contain observation data, sometimes framed by detailed analysis or an expedition narrative. Together, these reports also provide the most comprehensive collection of IPY-1 photographs—or more accurately—illustrations based on photographs.

Like photography itself, printing technologies were steadily developing, and the majority of images reproduced “from photographs” in the IPY-1 reports are photo-engravings, phototypes (a type of photoengraving), and lithographs, though the Dutch report did include a number of beautiful collotypes, or photolithographs. Choosing engraving techniques rather than photographic image reproduction allowed authors and publishers to augment the sometimes technically lacking photographs to their liking, as seen in one image from the American expedition to Lady Franklin Bay. In it, we can see clearly in the published wood engraving (Fig. 2) a group of sled-dogs that appear blurred in the original photograph (Fig. 3). The engraver has also touched up
the line separating the snow-clad mountains in the background from the sky, its blue tones rendered invisible by nineteenth-century photographic chemistry.18

Early Photography in the Arctic Archipelago

By the time of IPY-1, exploration and mapping had taken place in the vast Arctic region for several decades, mainly under British leadership. Several attempts had also been made at photography. Western audiences had a seemingly insatiable appetite for images from the Far North, and photographic technology, increasingly popular in the 1860s and 1870s, promised views that were “true to nature” and taken “on the spot.”19 Belief in photography’s “mechanical objectivity” and apparent lack of human agency persisted throughout the nineteenth century, albeit alongside a fascination for the medium’s equally lauded artistic and subjective possibilities.20 Extant photographs demonstrate that nineteenth-century photographers in the Arctic ascribed to both views, producing images with the express aim of documentation, but also for artistic purposes.

The first instance of a camera being taken to the Arctic is believed to have occurred during Sir John Franklin’s 1845 expedition.21 Several subsequent rescue expeditions included photographic equipment, and a small number of images from such expeditions
have survived.\textsuperscript{22} Also extant are photographs of Inuit people, taken from the mid-1860s on by Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC) traders based in Little Whale River.\textsuperscript{23} George McTavish, Bernard Rogan Ross, Charles Horetzky, James Cotter, James Anderson, and William Bell Malloch are known as the “Moose Factory Group,” from the HBC station at Moose Factory where they were stationed.\textsuperscript{24} In 1875, the British Arctic Expedition, led by Sir George Strong Nares, included two amateur photographers—Thomas Mitchell, assistant paymaster on board HMS \textit{Discovery}, and his colleague George White, engineer on board HMS \textit{Alert}—both of whom had access to cameras and dark room facilities. Nares’s expedition set out with clear and stated photographic aims, and “throughout the northward trip, the photographers methodically photographed topographic features, in accordance with their instructions.”\textsuperscript{25} Most of Mitchell and White’s extant photographs depict landscapes with and without their respective ships, while a small number are posed group photographs of expedition members and Inuit people in Greenland. In 1878, six of their landscape photographs appeared as Woodburytypes\textsuperscript{26} and another five as engravings—each of the latter labeled “From a Photograph”—in Nares’s account of the expedition.\textsuperscript{27} Later, US Army Captain Henry W. Howgate reproduced two of the images in his report arguing in support of establishing an American polar colony,\textsuperscript{28} a scheme that eventually materialized as the American IPY-1 expedition to Lady Franklin Bay.

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{Figure_4_Canada}
\caption{“Hunting by steam in Melville Bay [Greenland], the party after a day’s sport killing six Polar Bears within the twenty-four hours.” Photo: Dunmore \& Critcherson with Bradford, 1869. From an albumen positive print. Courtesy the J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles. Available from https://artsandculture.google.com/asset/AgG_DMEsGdyoWiv}
\end{figure}
Perhaps the most successful early photographic results, however, came out of an Arctic journey undertaken with the express aim of gathering photographic views for American artist William Bradford. In 1869, Bradford hired photographers John L. Dunmore and George P. Critcherson from the Boston studio of J.W. Black to make images that later could be used as visual guides for paintings. In 1873, Bradford published *The Arctic Regions*, a lavish, photographically illustrated book with some 140 albumen prints hand-tipped into each of the 300 copies produced. The motifs chosen by Bradford and the earlier, less prolific photographers present a picture of the Arctic Archipelago as a world of rugged shorelines, snow, and ice, peopled as much by Inuit with kayaks, sleds, and dogs as with bearded explorers arriving on masted ships, tropes informed by earlier, pre-photographic depictions of the Arctic that have constituted visual constructs of the Arctic until our own time.

One of Dunmore and Critcherson’s photographs (Fig. 4) is a typical example: a hunting party poses with its catch of polar bears, the men silhouetted against the expanse of white ice and cloudless sky, framed between dark water and the steamer *Panther*’s proud bowsprit.

**IPY-1 Photography in the Arctic Archipelago**

Three of the official IPY-1 research stations were established in territory claimed by Canada: the British at Fort Rae; the American at Lady Franklin Bay; and the German at Kingua (now Clearwater) Fjord on Baffin Island. Additionally, two one-person auxiliary expeditions took place at Ungava Bay and Labrador. From the outset, the three official expeditions put different emphasis on photography—a natural consequence, perhaps, of its use not being outlined in IPC’s overall instructions. While it is clear from the
expedition reports that photographic apparatus was part of each research team’s outfit, the results varied considerably.

The least photographically successful expedition to Canadian-claimed territory was the British-Canadian expedition to Fort Rae. On 3 April 1882, Robert Scott of the British Royal Society’s Meteorological Council sent a telegram to Heinrich Wild of the IPC: “England will send expedition to Great Slave Lake. Canada helps. News this instant received. Scott.”33 With monetary help from Canada, Britain had decided to make use of Fort Rae, an existing HBC post in the Northwest Territories to establish what was the smallest of the official IPY-1 expeditions.34 The station benefitted from being situated close to the Magnetic North Pole and was also a logistically sound choice.35 Fort Rae had been in operation since HBC established the trading post on Great Slave Lake’s north arm in 1852, and planning efforts could therefore concentrate on science equipment and provisions rather than on building and equipping a station. Even this task, however, was a challenge. Because of the short timeframe, the team of four Royal Artillery officers had to forego planned training sessions36 and bring what measuring instruments they could find readily available rather than have suitable apparatus made.37 Despite the hurried preparation, the expedition included in its equipment list “2 cameras

with dry plates, &tc,” as well as a spectroscope with camera, of “Capt. Abney’s pattern,” made to be used with dry plates. Had the team managed to photograph the aurora, it would have been a breakthrough both for the field of astrophysics and for photography.

The report from the Fort Rae station is exceptionally short: just seven pages of text, followed by observation data presented as 326 pages of tables and a total of 32 diagrams, or “plates.” In the introduction, expedition leader Henry P. Dawson stated that “It was not found possible to obtain photographs either of the aurora or of its spectrum. Captain Abney suggests that this was probably due rather to the effect of the low temperature on the sensibility of the plate than to the faintness of the light of the aurora.” The inclusion of these sentences in the very limited report suggests the expedition team considered the possibility of aurora photography of some importance and even attempted to clarify why their efforts failed upon their return to Britain. There is, however, no mention of attempts to use the cameras for any purpose other than capturing the northern lights, and, given the lack of information available from the Fort Rae expedition, one can only

speculate as to whether the team did attempt to capture other subjects or, if not, why.\textsuperscript{31}

Germany’s expedition to Kingua Fjord did produce photographic results, although to what extent and quality is uncertain. Like Britain, Germany committed to IPY-1 late, in November 1881.\textsuperscript{42} The two-volume report published from the German expeditions, one to Kingua Fjord and one to South Georgia in the Antarctic, is illustrated with black-and-white landscape drawings and etchings and two-colour schematic drawings and maps. One illustration in the section about the Canadian station is a lithograph depicting a landscape with a flagpole on a cliff, a few scattered objects that could be observation instruments, and two men sitting on a rock (\textbf{Fig. 5}).\textsuperscript{43} The illustration credit line specifies that the engraving was made “from a photograph;” however, no other mentions of expedition photography appear in the otherwise thorough report.\textsuperscript{44} The report editor was Georg von Neumayer, the first IPC Chairman and an avid geophysicist and explorer with a particular interest in the Antarctic. Neumayer also seems to have had some interest in photography: five albums, all from the nineteenth century, are part of his archives in Bad Dürkheim, Germany.\textsuperscript{45} One album contains photographs of the members of the South Georgia expedition, though none of the Kingua Fjord team, a reflection perhaps of Neumayer’s predilection for Antarctic science.
Of the three IPY-1 expeditions to Canadian-claimed territory, by far the most ambitious and successful in terms of photography was the American expedition to Lady Franklin Bay. Also known as the Greely expedition, this would become the most famous of all the IPY-1 expeditions. Originating in Henry W. Howgate’s idea to establish a permanent American scientific polar colony, the Lady Franklin Bay expedition had been under way for a year before IPY-1 observations commenced in August 1882. Lieutenant Greely’s own account, \textit{Three Years of Arctic Service: An Account of the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition of 1881-84 and the Attainment of the Farthest North}, was published well before any official IPY-1 report and gave a detailed, illustrated account of the expedition that eventually claimed 19 lives.\textsuperscript{46}

Photography was an explicitly stated aim for the American team. General Order Number 8 (in a list of nine) stipulated that “accurate representations, either by the photographic process or sketching, will be made of all phenomena of an unusual character, or of whatever is characteristic of the country.”\textsuperscript{47} Nova Scotian George W. Rice joined the expedition as its designated photographer, as he “hoped to add to his reputation in that art by service with the expedition,” according to Greely.\textsuperscript{48} Several of Rice’s earliest images document the station buildings as they were being erected, while others give
an impression of the enormous supply stores needed on an expedition that was to last years (Fig. 6). These subjects constitute a relatively large part of the extant expedition photographs, probably because Greely and Rice arranged for the glass plates to be returned to the US with the Proteus, the steamer that transported the team to Lady Franklin Bay in August of 1881.49

In his diary, Rice noted on 14 August: “during the past week I have been making photographs daily of our camp as it increased in size and our house [as] it assumed from day to day the appearance of a human habitation. I am kept incessantly employed. Many letters to write, as no other opportunity may be offered for years, at least one year, and my experience of this season rather shakes my belief in the ability of the ship to reach this latitude every season. It is a mere chance.”50 Rice’s duties in the Arctic did not stop at photography; he was also closely involved with assembling the station buildings and gathering supplies. In early September 1881, Rice was suffering from debilitating rheumatism and later injured his shoulder in a fall. He died of exposure in April 1884, just weeks before the rescue of the remaining team members.51

In August 1883, upon completion of its IPY-1 duties and following previous orders Greely’s team travelled south by boat, carrying expedition diaries, medicine, instruments, and 48 glass plate negatives.52 At this point, according to Geoffrey Clark, “anticipating that no one might survive, Greely placed the records, instruments and plates in a cairn on a small islet where a passing ship would eventually find them, and indeed it was the Navy’s discovery of the cairn that lead [sic] to their timely rescue. That Greely took such pains to bring back the plates is a testament to the importance of photography as part of the expedition’s work.”53 Greely’s report underscores this argument, as he repeatedly mentions Rice’s work and title, stating initially that

the engravings are faithful reproductions of an unequalled series of Arctic views, the work of Sergeant Rice, the photographer, except field sketches – always noted – and original drawings made under my supervision, for the correctness of which I personally vouch.54

Rice, wrote Greely, “indefatigably” made his images despite obstacles such as adverse weather conditions and lack of direct sunlight, creating views that, although not always “valuable as a photograph,” could provide useful topographical information, help determine species, or serve as a correction to previous, more subjective artistic illustrations.55 Rice’s images from the Arctic expedition point to a photographer keen to explore the medium’s possibilities. While the glass plate negatives from the expedition are presumed lost, extant positive photographs and illustrations based on his photographs include the following subjects:56

- Documentation of the research station construction;
- Station exteriors and interiors;
- New and old cairns, storage depots, and remains of previous expeditions;
- Archaeological finds and Inuit relics;
- Coastal landscapes, often with a ship and sometimes with people and sledges visible;
- Ship studies;
- Icebergs with and without posed expedition members;
- Portraits of expedition teams and a small number of individual portraits;
Exhibition members posing with dog teams and preparing skins from hunts;
Animals and fish specimens, mostly dead but also musk ox calves in captivity;
Images from settlements in Greenland including Godhavn and Upernavik and group portraits of Inuit with and without expedition team members.

Only one extant photograph is a direct reference to the scientific work of the IPY-1 expedition (Fig. 7). Rice photographed meteorologist Winfield S. Jewell taking observations in the “instrument shelter,” a task performed on the hour every day, with additional registrations to be completed on so-called “term days.” Additionally, images of archaeological finds and zoological specimens demonstrated an interest in broadening the scientific scope of the expedition. Rice photographed several sleds in situ, and also created displays of smaller found objects such as combs, sled runners, and lamps (Fig. 8). Of particular interest from a photographic point of view are two interior views of the station, and one notable photograph showing the interior of a grotto or cave (Fig. 9). Taken from the inside of the cave, the light, spilling in through the opening, appears as an abstract, almost painterly, swirl against the darkly rendered and ice-encrusted wall. Requiring a full-day exposure, this and other images are a testament to Rice’s skill and willingness to attempt even difficult photography in harsh conditions. Of particular interest from a photographic point of view are two interior views of the station, and one notable photograph showing the interior of a grotto or cave (Fig. 9). Taken from the inside of the cave, the light, spilling in through the opening, appears as an abstract, almost painterly, swirl against the darkly rendered and ice-encrusted wall. Requiring a full-day exposure, this and other images are a testament to Rice’s skill and willingness to attempt even difficult photography in harsh conditions. Of particular interest from a photographic point of view are two interior views of the station, and one notable photograph showing the interior of a grotto or cave (Fig. 9). Taken from the inside of the cave, the light, spilling in through the opening, appears as an abstract, almost painterly, swirl against the darkly rendered and ice-encrusted wall. Requiring a full-day exposure, this and other images are a testament to Rice’s skill and willingness to attempt even difficult photography in harsh conditions. Of particular interest from a photographic point of view are two interior views of the station, and one notable photograph showing the interior of a grotto or cave (Fig. 9). Taken from the inside of the cave, the light, spilling in through the opening, appears as an abstract, almost painterly, swirl against the darkly rendered and ice-encrusted wall. Requiring a full-day exposure, this and other images are a testament to Rice’s skill and willingness to attempt even difficult photography in harsh conditions. Of particular interest from a photographic point of view are two interior views of the station, and one notable photograph showing the interior of a grotto or cave (Fig. 9). Taken from the inside of the cave, the light, spilling in through the opening, appears as an abstract, almost painterly, swirl against the darkly rendered and ice-encrusted wall. Requiring a full-day exposure, this and other images are a testament to Rice’s skill and willingness to attempt even difficult photography in harsh conditions. Of particular interest from a photographic point of view are two interior views of the station, and one notable photograph showing the interior of a grotto or cave (Fig. 9). Taken from the inside of the cave, the light, spilling in through the opening, appears as an abstract, almost painterly, swirl against the darkly rendered and ice-encrusted wall. Requiring a full-day exposure, this and other images are a testament to Rice’s skill and willingness to attempt even difficult photography in harsh conditions. Of particular interest from a photographic point of view are two interior views of the station, and one notable photograph showing the interior of a grotto or cave (Fig. 9). Taken from the inside of the cave, the light, spilling in through the opening, appears as an abstract, almost painterly, swirl against the darkly rendered and ice-encrusted wall. Requiring a full-day exposure, this and other images are a testament to Rice’s skill and willingness to attempt even difficult photography in harsh conditions. Of particular interest from a photographic point of view are two interior views of the station, and one notable photograph showing the interior of a grotto or cave (Fig. 9). Taken from the inside of the cave, the light, spilling in through the opening, appears as an abstract, almost painterly, swirl against the darkly rendered and ice-encrusted wall. Requiring a full-day exposure, this and other images are a testament to Rice’s skill and willingness to attempt even difficult photography in harsh conditions. Of particular interest from a photographic point of view are two interior views of the station, and one notable photograph showing the interior of a grotto or cave (Fig. 9). Taken from the inside of the cave, the light, spilling in through the opening, appears as an abstract, almost painterly, swirl against the darkly rendered and ice-encrusted wall. Requiring a full-day exposure, this and other images are a testament to Rice’s skill and willingness to attempt even difficult photography in harsh conditions.

His work for the American expedition to Lady Franklin Bay arguably represents a stage in the development of Arctic photography that warrants greater scrutiny in both the history of photography and the history of scientific exploration in the North.

Conclusion

IPY-1 was the largest international research initiative yet undertaken and the precursor for later transnational polar research. The IPC, formed in 1879, prepared and published instructions on the type of observations and how they should be made, with what types of instruments, and when, so the results would be directly comparable. Even so, the individual polar station teams varied in size and expertise, which affected their potential for research activities beyond official directives, whether issued from the IPC or nationally. Photography was one such activity. Despite photography’s increasing importance for science, whether as a tool for researchers or a means to gather moral and monetary support for scientific work, photography did not merit a mention in the IPC’s instructions.

We can speculate about the Commission’s oversight. Perhaps its members disagreed on the nature, applications, and potential usefulness of the new technology for scientific study. Or possibly it had more to do with the costs and practical difficulties in relation to the anticipated benefits. For the expedition teams, the observation locations certainly provided very specific challenges in terms of access, terrain, and climatic conditions—not just for conducting research, but also for creating photographs. Though photography was made easier by the replacement of wet-plate collodion negative with dry plates, it still entailed transporting heavy and cumbersome equipment and good images depended as much on the photographer’s skills as on light and temperature conditions. Previous expeditions had all but proven that Arctic photography required more resources than the IPC could demand from the observation teams.
As is evident in their respective instructions and reports, the three IPY-1 expeditions to the Arctic Archipelago varied in size and difficulty, from the smallest, British-Canadian four-man expedition to Fort Rae, to Greely’s American team of 25 men. Of the three IPY-1 expeditions on Canadian-claimed territory, Greely’s expedition to Lady Franklin Bay was the most successful in terms of creating a photographic record. The American expedition’s instructions explicitly stated that photography was a goal; the team included a trained photographer who was allocated time to experiment and perfect their craft. Additionally, written records such as travelogues and diaries testify to the belief, held by Greely and others, that photography’s many uses made it a worthwhile pursuit.

A combination of foresight and luck ensured that more than 100 photographs by Rice survived from the Greely expedition. Today, they constitute a comprehensive record of a late nineteenth-century Arctic expedition, including the construction and layout of living quarters to the documentation of supplies, means of transportation, aspects of daily life, landscapes, and natural phenomena. The photographs found a multitude of uses: they provided evidence, during the expedition’s absence, to the US Army Signal Corps that work was progressing in the Arctic. Published subsequently in expedition proceedings, the photographs helped create and maintain positive public opinion about the expedition as a whole and for commander Greely in particular.

Significantly, IPY-1 photography in the Arctic Archipelago included visual documentation of scientific activities. Unlike the French expedition to Antarctica, however, neither of the research teams in Canada produced visual data for scientific analysis. Greely used photographs to illustrate expedition proceedings and his own published narrative written for a broader public audience, in the US and abroad. While the British-Canadian expedition included photographic equipment, its goal of photographing the northern lights was not yet technically feasible, and it would be another ten years after IPY-1 before German astronomer Martin Brendel made the first successful photograph of the aurora borealis in Norway in 1892. As for the German expedition, nothing is currently known about its embrace of photography, although one illustration “from a photograph” suggests the team had the use of a camera. While British and German reports show an apparent lack of interest in using photography (in Britain’s case, on subjects other than the aurora), this may not have been the case. While the American expedition to Lady Franklin Bay was thoroughly documented in official and personal accounts, sources for the British-Canadian and German expeditions are far less detailed, leaving us with questions for further research. Did the British and German teams, in fact, make unsuccessful attempts at photography that they chose not to mention in their reports? Did equipment malfunction, become lost, or damaged? Or were plates misplaced along the way or upon their return to Europe? Did economy play a role in what type of equipment the teams brought or the training they had in using it?

What this research suggests is that the photographs produced during IPY-1 were employed more for illustrative and promotional purposes, rather than for research and analysis. It demonstrates that the three IPY-1 expeditions—their successes and failures, and sources and silences—offer evidence that photography as an image-making technology had yet to be fully comprehended and embraced for its ability to serve scientific
ends. This research also points to historically situated expectations for applications of, and interest in, photography that have escaped critical notice and contextual comment — gaps in the historiography of Arctic science that need filling. Lastly, it demonstrates that IPY-1 photography represents a vital step in the development of Arctic photography, taking place, as it did, when practices changed from being characterized by personal initiative and inconsistent experimentation to the dedicated and valued activity it is today.
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Endnotes

1 The official stations included Fort Rae at Discovery Harbour, Kingua Fjord in the Cumberland Sound and Fort Conger at Lady Franklin's Bay; all in what is now Canada; Godthaab in Greenland; Cape Thordsen in Iceland; Jan Mayen and Bossekop in Norway; Sodankylä in Finland; Karmakuly, Dikson and Sagastyr in Russia, Point Barrow in the US; and two sub-Antarctic stations at Cape Horn and South Georgia.


5 Weyprecht distributed written transcripts of his presentation to international colleagues, and also rewrote it as a list of principles for Arctic research. For a review of this literature and its field of impact, see Erki Tammiksaar, Natalia G. Sukhova and Ian R. Stone, “Russia and the International Polar Year, 1882-1883,” *Polar Record*, 45, no. 3 (2009): 216–217. My source is the Norwegian translation of Weyprecht's presentation; Karl Weyprecht, “Fremtidens Nordpolsexpeditioner og deres sikre Resultat, sammenlignet med de hidtidværende Forskninger paa det arktiske Omraade,” in *Nordisk Tidsskrift for almendannende og underholdende Læsning* (Copenhagen: Gyldendal, 1876), 48-67.
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